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The contract manufacturing space for mRNA vaccines
and therapeutics is highly fragmented, owing to the
specialized technology and skill sets required for each of
the processes involved in mRNA production, formulation,
and aseptic filling. Arranta Bio is addressing this issue by
offering an integrated solution, from mRNA raw material
production to aseptic filling for clinical trial material
and, ultimately, for commercial products.

predicted to surpass $50 billion.1 As the
need for COVID-19 vaccines wanes over the
next few years, the value of the market will
decline to approximately $20 billion between 2023 and 2025. By 2028, however,
other prophylactic and therapeutic vaccine
mRNA pipeline candidates will begin to receive regulatory approval, and the market
will experience growth once again, anticipated to reach $23 billion in 2035. Prophylactic vaccines will continue to dominate,
accounting for ~50% of the market, followed
by therapeutic vaccines (~30%) and therapeutics (~20%).
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We can provide this level of
tailored support because
we have the specialized inhouse expertise necessary
to support complex
mRNA development
and commercialization
projects backed by an
experienced executive
team that understands the
perspectives of both CDMOs
and drug/vaccine developers.
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Flexibility and Modularity Allow Tailored
Manufacturing Solutions

ensuring that Arranta Bio delivers medicines

Experienced Team in Place
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Advanced Process Technology

The integrated approach that
Arranta Bio is taking to mRNA
client support is unique in
this space. Because of the
configuration and engineering
of its facilities, Arranta
has been able to bring the
disparate elements of mRNA
manufacturing under one
roof. Reducing the number
of suppliers dramatically
reduces the complexity, cost,
and time for mRNA product
manufacture.
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products into phase I/II, then phase III and
on into licensure,” explains CEO Mark Bamforth. “We have performed a considerable
amount of engineering work and know we
can readily scale capacity within our facilities and across that network. Our goal is to
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